Abstract. This paper studies sentence translation in English and Chinese bilingual corpus, analyzing appositive mode with automatic identification and extraction from the perspective of computer linguistics. Firstly, based on semantic concept in linguistics, this paper classifies the basic semantic types of appositives and systematically introduces the diversity of these structures. Natural language and graphics are employed to describe the algorithm. Examples of English and Chinese sentences can be embodied in the use of the Deterministic Parsing method to determine the process of the translation and extraction of appositive structure. This paper aims to not only promote the development of linguistic concepts, but also provide models for computer programmers to deal with natural language and promote the development of computational linguistics.
Introduction
The establishment of the English-Chinese corpus [1] can provide a research platform to study the syntactic and semantic attributes of the English-Chinese sentences and the similarities and differences between English and Chinese. The abundant language information resources and corpus extraction in corpus not only provide language materials for both English and Chinese teaching [2, 3, 4] , but also promote the development of machine translation [5] . The summarized appositive modes of English and Chinese structures have direct application value in English and Chinese translation. In particular, the research can help Chinese English learners to summarize the characteristics and patterns of appositives, which in turn help them to extract appositives automatically and analyze the language chunks next to appositives. The use of natural language processing technology can help people save time and energy to further study comparative linguistics. In this way, the traditional English-Chinese comparative linguistics research methods are supplemented and developed further. Corpus becomes more and more mature in natural language processing research. Based on traditional corpus linguistic method, it would be more objective and effective when computational linguistic method is introduced in corpus research.
This paper aims to compare and analyze the similarities and differences between English and Chinese appositive both in form and content to establish appositive modes. It is done by randomly selecting English-Chinese translated corresponding sentences in an English Chinese bilingual corpus in which part-of-speech of the corpus has been labeled. According to the established appositive mode, natural language processing technology is used to automatically identify the corresponding appositive structures and extract the information in English-Chinese bilingual translation sentences. appositive components. The appositive structures can be nouns and their phrases (sometimes separated by comma), nouns (separated by comma), infinitives (sometimes separated by comma), adjectives and their phrases (separated by comma), prepositional phrases (sometimes separated by comma), nominal clauses (the preceded antecedents are usually with definite articles).
Appositives refer to two nouns or a noun and a pronoun which are in the same grammatical position among the sentences, and is semantically anaphora. The "appositive" focuses on the form, demanding that the two parts must be in the same functional position; while the anaphora is more as a semantic concept, which is related to the pragmatic factors. Until the late 1970s and the years after, structuralism dominates Chinese grammar and focuses more on language forms. Terms related to the "appositive" phenomenon became more and more, such as "co-occurrence phrase", "appositive structure", "appositive phrase" and so on. "Noun and Noun" appositive is often divided into the upper front type and lower front type. The upper front type is neutral in expressions, which is not influenced by other factors in expressions. The lower front type has specific functions in expressions and their organization is influenced by other factors in expressions. The upper front type has certain functions as a modifier. It has the following characteristics: First, in Chinese, there is no "de" between two nouns of this type of expression. Because "de" functions more as an affiliation word instead of a connection word. Second, the modifier in such appositive structure always modifies the preceding word instead of the entire co-ordinate structure. Third, both two nouns can be expanded and are separated by comma. Fourth, under certain conditions, the antecedent and the latter item of such appositive structures can change place with each other. Fifth, this type of appositive structure can be nested to use. The lower front is also divided into the following three types: condensed type, reduced type and class type.
Based on the above comparison, the English and Chinese appositive structures have obvious similarities in the following ways: 1) cities, rural areas, mountains, rivers, lakes, wharfs, hotels, shops in both English and Chinese can be used as appositives. 2) a route, a movement, a period, starting and ending points, interacting points and other central units in both English and Chinese can be used as appositives. 3) animal names in both English and Chinese can be used as appositives. In a word, their constituents in above appositive structures have the relationship of superordinate and hyponymy. Therefore, composition of superordinate and hyponymy is the most obvious commonalities in English and Chinese appositives.
Appositive Mode Analysis Based on Automatic Identification and Information Extraction
It is obvious that the English language belongs to the typical inflectional language with rich morphological changes. But Chinese lacks the strict morphological changes. In English, the constitution of appositive is more extensive and broader. Therefore, some structures are considered as appositive structure in English, while the corresponding one may be only an adjective phrase in Chinese instead of an appositive. From the perspective of computational linguistics, English appositives can be divided into three kinds as follows: they are appositives with a hyphen, quoted appositives and appositives without a hyphen.
From the attributes of nouns, modified nouns and appositive nouns are divided into two categories: "common noun + common noun" and "common noun + proper noun". And then based on the accordance of gender and category of the two nouns constituting appositives, appositives with hyphen are classified into the same gender and the different gender between the appositive noun and the modified noun. N is used to represent nouns, the upper right corner of the l and 2 respectively stand for the modified noun and appositive noun, the lower right corner i (i = l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) stands for the case of the noun. The form "adjN" indicates that the adjective form is corresponding to the noun meaning. Take "common noun-common noun" as an example, the model is N 
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Such quoted appositives do not need to be changed with the case of the modified noun. In the quotation, the appositive can be a single noun or it can be two or a phrase with more words. Whether they are single nouns, phrases, or complete sentences, when they are in a quotation mark and act as an appositive component in a sentence, they simply represent the name or the exact meaning of the noun that is modified before the quotation marks. And the appositive within the quotation mark is never changed. An appositive phrase in a sentence can be regarded as a N i Z i type, which can be subdivided into two types: N i Z i →ZN and N i Z i →NZ.
Appositives without hyphen are generally divided into two categories. And the order of the two nouns are "common noun + proper noun". Therefore, this type can be divided into the following categories: N 1 i N 2 i type，N 2 i N 1 i type and N 2 i N l i →N 2 N 1 type.
Automatic Identification of Appositives
The statistical method used in this paper is based on Hidden Markov Models [6] to recognize the part-of-speech of appositives. As a simple and effective statistical tool, Hidden Markov Models has been widely used in many fields, such as natural language processing [7, 8] , speech recognition [9, 10] and bioinformatics [11, 12] . Compared with such statistical methods as Hidden Markov Models, the traditional rule-based part-of-speech analysis usually has the following disadvantages:
(1) Ambiguity: How to choose an optional structure from a large number of ambiguous structures? Rule-based methods often cannot make a satisfactory result;
(2) Sketchy judgment: Rule-based methods cannot make a satisfactory guess for incorrect grammatical sentences; (3) Rule conflicts: When the rules are increased, the conflicts between the rules become very serious. The rule debugging is very difficult. The latter rules often offset the effect of the previous rules, making the overall system performance hard to improve.
When the hidden Markov model of appositive classification method is employed on the English-Chinese bilingual corpus in this paper, several points should be noted:
(1) Consistent data structures (such as word maps) should be used to facilitate the convergence of the phases. This data structure should be able to deal with redundant expressions and indicate the results of a variety of segmentation tagging;
(2) Make sure that several possible results are presented at each stage. Some ambiguities cannot be ruled out at a certain stage and may be easily solved in the next stage. Providing multiple possible outcomes will help to reduce the overall error rate.
(3) Try to ensure that the probabilistic score obtained in the previous steps can be effectively used in the later stages. And try to establish a unified probabilistic model for each step to obtain the overall optimal results.
The steps based on the Hidden Markov model to identify appositive automatically are as follows:
When the Hidden Markov model is employed to identify appositive, the key problem is to mark each word in a word cluster, for example, to mark its part of speech. According to statistical rules, the distribution probability of each part of speech is only related to the part of speech of the previous word i.e. the binary grammar of part-of-speech. And the distribution probability of each word is only related to its part of speech. If we already have a corpus that has been marked with part-of-speech, then we can get the following two matrices by statistics. In fact, there is an initial matrix of part-of-speech distribution probability.
Part-of-speech transition probability matrix: A={a ij }, a ij =p(X t+1 =q j |X t =q i ) Part-of-speech to word output probability matrix: B={b ik }, b ik =p(O t =V k |X t =q i ) Here q 1 ,...,q n means part-of speech collection, V 1 ,...,V n 是indicates the collection of word.
As for the problem of part-of-speech tagging, when we transfer one element a ij in the transition probability matrix, we will get the following result. If the part-of-speech of the previous word is q i , then the probability of part-of-speech of the next word is q i . The meaning of one element b i in the output probability matrix is the corresponding word V k for its part-of-speech q i .
With these two matrices, any given sequence of observations (word cluster) can quickly obtain the most probable sequence of state values (part-of-speech cluster) by a Viterbi algorithm [13] . The complexity of the algorithm is proportional to the length of the sequence of observations (the number of words in the sentence). The Viterbi algorithm are not described in detail.
Conclusion
Based on Deterministic Parsing, this study conducts the dynamic operation at the application level. It not only classifies and analyzes the appositive structures of the corresponding sentences in English and Chinese translation, but also proposes the feasible algorithm as an example for English-Chinese contrast linguistics, bilingual translation practice and computer programmers in the follow-up studies. Appositive structure types in the corresponding sentences of English-Chinese translation are finally confirmed and the information is extracted in this paper. The research on the implicated information of sentence structure should attract the attention of linguistic researchers and computer programmers. And it should become an important development direction of computational linguistics.
